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DISCIPLINARY PROBLEM In a WESTERN RANCH SCHOOL
CHAPTER I
Introduction

The western ranch school is the most autochthonous
educational institution that can be found in the United
States.

It is thoroughly American, for it represents

the culmination of a typically American effort to re¬
create, completely glamourized, a frontier age which
America deplored at the time.

It is true that the date

of the establishment of the first of these schools may
be as clearly defined as any obvious date in history,
yet the coming may have been predicted with certainty
as the American people, looking over the civilized west,
sighed at the passing of a romantic era, then seizing
the initiative from Hollywood, recalled boots and sad lies
from oblivion and said grandiloquently,

"Here is the West.

It was only natural that the ranch school, with a horse
rampant as its coat of arms, should follow.
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CHAPTER II
Procedure
Origin of
the ranch
school

Properly, the beginnings of the ranch school may be
traced back to President Theodore Roosevelt*s insistence
upon the advantages accruing from Horace Greeley*s advice,
"Go west, young man."

It so happened that Roosevelt him*

self had gone west as a sickly, delicate young man and,
apparently, while there had kindled the vast amount of
energy that endeared him to so many people.

The stage,

then, was set for the entrance of a school that might
champion the virtues of a back to the land way of life
while conveniently overlooking the accompaning hardships
of such a venture.
Development
of the
ranch
school

the first of these schools was founded by Harry
David Evans in Mesa, Arizona in 1902.

After conducting

the school in Mesa for nineteen years, Mr. Evans moved to
Tucson where he established the institution now known as
Evans School.

Arizona, the last state to be admitted to

the Union, evidently represented either the last of the
frontier or the best of the pseudo-frontiers, for since
the founding of Evans School, the following institutions
have been started, all however, since 1920:

Fresnal School,

Southern Arizona School, Green Fields School, Russell
School, all in the neighborhood of Tucson, and Judson
School and Palo Verde near Phoenix.

All of the above named

schools are of the college preparatory type.

The list does
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not include the junior schools or girls* schools which
have found it advantageous to operate on the principle
that the horse is here to stay.

It is interesting to

note through perusal of the educational sections of
many popular household magazines that several college
preparatory schools* distributed throughout the western
*

states and previously modeled on the system of the older
a

*

eastern private schools, have blandly reversed their
field and now announce that they are operating as ranch
schools*
Fresent
status of
the
school

But what is the present status of the ranch school
in the field of education?

Undeniably, it is a force

that must be recognized because these schools are now
preparing hundreds of boys for college*

Ihis investi¬

gation makes no attempt to ascertain the scholastic
rating of these institutions*

Indeed, scholarship is

mentioned only insofar as it affects, and is affected
by, discipline.

This report does contend, however, that

the scholastic preparation of any student is affected by
the system of discipline under which he works.

In the

course of tills expostion it will be shown that the ranch
schools will not wholly succeed as an educational form
until they impose a system of discipline that is in
keeping with the goal outlined for their students.
Definition
of
discipline

This necessarily demands a definition of discipline.
To the majority of people, discipline connotes a strict

4

maintenance of order that calls for swift and often harsh
punishment.

Apparentlyt they fail to realize that under

a beneficient system, punishment is the final resort.
/ This report defines discipline as a pattern of behavior
submitted to the individual.
self-explanatory*

The definition is almost

The pattern should be an anticipation

of student reaction to school situations and should out¬
line the kind of behavior expected in such situations*
It is advisable that this pattern of behavior be completely
understood by the administrators of the school*

Obviously,

it should be logical in form and lend itself easily to
explanation and understanding*
Discipline
not
dependent
on
tradition

All too often, schools depend entirely on traditions
to foster a system of behavior that is completely foreign
to the newcomer*

Even admitting that traditions uphold a

spirit that la to be desired, it must be granted that they
occasionally become cumbersome, unwieldy, and outmoded*
To avoid this outcome, the extension of privileges should
be separated as much as possible from infringement on the
behavior pattern.

The difficulties arising from the differ¬

ence in privileges would seem to be sufficient so as to
demand separation between junior and senior schools.
It is noted that practically every school in the
Discipline
and develop**
country, through the medium of a representative or written
merit of
character
advertisement, emphasizes the idea of moulding character.
Schools seek to achieve the building of character through

the development of independence* initiative and ability
to deal with problems that call for rational investigation
and stamina*

The pupil, as a man, will often have to work

without hope of reward*

Hi© aims will be guided by: first,

a desire for survival; secondly, a hope of securing social
approval*

His obligations to the mores of society will

first find development in school.

It is only fair to him,

then, that the conditions he meets with in school should
approximate, to some degree, the kind of environment he
will encounter in his later work, without possessing the
extreme competitiveness that is characteristic of a fastmoving society*
Discipline
tli rough
appeal of
social
approval

The development of character involves the most direct
approach to the means of applying the pattern of behavior.
The student should realize or, at least, be taught at an
early age that he should work for the goal of earning
social approval as well as for the material reward that
will furnish him sustenance*

If such achievement were

universal, happily there would be no disciplinary problems
other than those resulting from sick and inept minds.
Stimulus
through
rewards

Failing in the method of using the social approval
idea as the most commendable stimulus, there is left the
means of offering gifts and rewards*

Unfortunately, the

extending of gifts and rewards does not encourage the
spontaneity of response or continuance of response that
is so desirable*

It is, in reality, a mode of bribery.
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a means of reducing students to obedience through payment*
Beyond that* it tends to encourage jealousy.

*Fvery man

has his price" and many times man or boy will forfeit
honor and social approval for money.

The jealousy that

the dullard has for the successful scholar is a latent
jealousy because, all too often, he realises that the
achievement of the latter is beyond his own accomplish¬
ment.

A place on an honor roll is not begrudged to the

degree that is engendered by the extension of monetary
Discipline
through
punishment

reward.

No matter which stand the educator takes in the

use of either or both of these systems, he is insistent
tiiat punishment is the last resort.

Many schools have

reduced the rewards system to a minimum; all schools
agree that the social approval system is to be desired;
all regret that punishment is an unwelcome but necessary
evil.
Choice of
behavior
pattern

One of the first problems involved in the establish¬
ment of an educational institution is the choice of the
pattern of behavior by which the school is to be guided.
The difficulty involved in a change from the "rewards"
system to the "social approval" method is obvious.

Any

institution that has a holdover in student body from one
year to the next faces innumerable problems in attempting
such a change.

The ranch schools, for reasons we shall

discuss later, have fostered the "rewards" system in
applying their pattern of behavior.

It is the omnipresence
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of this system that presents the first major flaw in the
disciplinary problem of the ranch schools.
Use of
rewards
in the
ranch
school

Using, as an example, a ranch school in the southern
part of Arizona, one v/ill note the following kinds of
rewards that are in effect:

(1) a reward for superiority

in keeping one*s room in order as evidence by grades given
in morning inspection; (2) a reward, given each month to
the member of that dormitory which has excelled in evening
room inspection; (3) rewards to the boys adjudged the best
citizens; (4) rewards in the form of extension of privi¬
leges to the better scholars; (5) countless rewards of all
kinds to boys chosen as best athlete, best sportsman, best
all-around student, and countless other designations.

One

result of all this is that the pupils at this school have
almost reached the point where they will not work unless
they are offered a raise in pay.
X

A more far-reaching

result is that the competition for prizes is not a healthy
competition; it i3 a cut-throat struggle that breeds discontent and jealousy.

Such a situation leads to an earlier

need for punishment than if the "rewards’1 system had been
subservient to the "social approval" system.
Difficul¬
ties in
ranch
school
operation

At this point, it would be well to anticipate the
question:

"Are not ranch schools operating under a series

of factors that affect what is looked upon as a normal
pattern of behavior?"

Of course they are.

The older

schools in the eastern section of the country are following
well-defined principles of procedure that have not changed
radically since the time that these schools were founded.
The schools that were founded in the days of the early
settlers imitated the procedure of the English schools.
Even military academies had their predecessors in Europe.
The ranch schools have necessarily looked to schools in
the eastern part of the country for guidance but, in many
respects, they have had to devise methods of procedure
where none existed.

The ranch schools then, have faced

the difficulties attendant upon the establishment of all
preparatory schools plus other problems admitted by reason
of the location of the ranch schools, their clientele, and
the climate to which they are exposed.
Gaining
of
clientele

Every new school must proceed cautiously until it has
gained a clientele that will furnish a continual supply of
students.

In this first phase, the ranch schools have

experienced much more difficulty than the average pre¬
paratory institution for they have attempted to offer a
completely different system of training.

They seek the

same results as other schools but they have had the
termer!ty to dispense with the traditional formality of
the eastern schools.

There have been, and still are, many

parents who question the wisdom of such a move.

The head¬

masters, then, of these ranch schools have been confronted

with the difficulty not only of presenting to the public
a new school but also a new system.

The ranch schools

lack the advantages of endowment and strong financial
backing that are seen in so many of the eastern schools.
For the most part, they have sprung from very modest
beginnings with the hope that increased enrollment will
allow them to expand.
Competition
among
schools

Characteristically* a new idea is always attractive to
a certain group of people who seek to enrich themselves
on the results of others’ initiative.

Consequently*

certain sections of the country which have proved to be
most beneficial from the standpoints of climate* back¬
ground* and general convenience for the ranch schools
have been crowded with new institutions, many of which
are competing directly with each other*
Results
of strong
competition

Economically* the results of strong competition may
always be prophesied*

The bulk of trade will be diverted

to either the more reliable commodity or the cheaper one.
Reliability, in the case of ranch schools can not depend
entirely upon reputation for all of these schools have
not been established long enough to point to years of
College Entrance Examination Board success or long list9
of graduates in the better colleges.

In the space of

five or ten years of operation* their graduates have not
been sufficiently concentrated in any one university to
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to the degree of presenting a strong background of
achievement.

The unfortunate result of all this is that

many of these schools have lowered entrance requirements*
have made impossible promises to parents with the hope of
obtaining boys, or have sold their commodity for what it
will bring.

Some of these schools have accepted boys

that had been expelled from several other institutions;
they have welcomed others without sufficient investiga¬
tion, impelled doubtlessly by the vague hope that they
could cope with the situation.

Yet, by the very nature

of their system they were less prepared to deal with such
problems than any other kind of preparatory school in the
country.
Weak disci¬
pline in
ranch
schools

Vtiy?

In the first place, most of the ranch schools pre¬
sented a very tenuous pattern of behavior.

Young as these

schools were, they were still unsure of the direction they
would take in the educational world.

Instead, then, of

foresight In planning rules, they allowed the student to
set the rules.

As a result, in many cases, they were con¬

fronted with the problem of trying to stop a flood that
had become too powerful for them.
Imperma¬
nence of
student

body

In the second place, these schools, still in an ex¬
perimental stage, were serving as hotels catering to
transient students.

Many parents cautiously entered their

sons and daughters at the end of terms, then expected

miraculous results from this very slight exposition to
education*

A continual change of personnel in the student

body does not make for rigid obedience to a pattern of
behavior.
In the third place, these schools became a stop-over
for teachers that generally might be classified as follows:
(1) escapists, who wished to get away from everything and
were disillusioned when they found that teaching was still
teaching no matter what the locale; (2) Incompetents or
uninspiring individuals who had difficulty in obtaining
positions with the more established schools; (3) appren¬
tices who saw a fine opportunity to gamer experience and
still receive fairly good pay.

Unfortunately, the ranch

schools have been subjected to constant changes in staff
because the escapists were disillusioned; the incompetents
were still incompetents, no matter what the field; the
apprentices moved on to greener and more attractive pastures.
Add to this a disappointed group of fine teachers who found
they could not stand the loneliness and lack of social inter¬
course in many of these schools and one can appreciate the
personnel problems that these schools encounter* Continual
changes in the teaching staff preclude the establishment of
an effective disciplinary system unless there is a strong
percentage of holdover students.

Results of
impermanence

In conjunction with the situation of impermanence
of student body, there are many pupils who realize that
they are being used as guinea pigs, that their parents
are merely subjecting them to a new experiment as a last
resort.

These students often feel that they are under no

compulsion to obey school regulations.

In like manner,

teachers who realize that they are going to remain in a
school for only a year, are reluctant to inconvenience
themselves by insisting on complete adherence to regulotions.

Their sense of responsibility is less keen than

that of an individual who sees his life work in that one
school*

Indifference on the part of student and teacher

alike leads to a complete breakdown of any disciplinary
system.
Ranch
schools
as health
centers

There is another contributing factor to the break¬
down in the pattern of behavior as seen in the ranch
schools.

The location of these schools has made them

health resorts.

They have become the mecca of sinus and

asthma sufferers and rheumatic fever convalescents.

Many

of these boys and girls, realizing that they are enrolled
in these schools only until they are cured, make little
attempt to follow the pattern of behavior.

Several such

students, especially the young hypochondriacs that have
been excessively pampered, demand, and often receive,
special privileges that excuse them from participation in
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a well-rounded system of study and play.

Characteristic

of the adolescent mind* others see no reason for prompt
attendance at an appointment when certain students are
excused.

Also* a certain number of these convalescents

spend the greater part of the year in the infirmary.

An

extreme number of such cases demands a re-allocation of
the small staff found in a ranch school with the result
that supervision is missing where it is most needed*
namely in the watching of the extremely active students
who might well take advantage of lack of supervision.
Climate as
a disci¬
plinary
factor

Ike climate in the section where most of the ranch
schools are located constitutes a factor in the disci¬
plinary problem that must not be overlooked.

Throughout

the school year, September to Jane* Arizona, in reality,
offers but one season, a combination of spring and summer.
This prevalence of but on© season contributes to a certain
\

monotony in the recreation system of these schools.

Most

of the schools are so small that they are limited to but
a few competitive sports.

These sam^ sports, with accent

on riding, are played for the greater part of the school
year.

Thera can be no eager looking forward to the winter,

spring and summer seasons with the accompanying change of
activities such as one finds in schools in other sections
of the country.

Then, too, extreme heat arrives in the

early spring in Arizona.
v

This leads to an almost complete
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cessation of active sports*

E?ost of the schools have

found It difficult to substitute a recreational program
that interests its students during this period*

Enforced

idleness leaves latent energy that is often discharged in
various kinds of mischief.

Students gather in groups

wondering just what to do.

Their choice of activity is

often at variance with regulations.
Effect of
schools*
size on •
discipline

As has been mentioned, the ranch schools have small
enrollments*

The largest limits itself to sixty boys*

It is natural to suppose that all authority in such a
school is vested in the headmaster.

Most of the schools

ha\*e no automatic punishment for breaking of regulations
other than the removal of town privileges.
master deals with all infractions of rules*

Hie headThe ranch

school administrators have prided themselves on applying
punishment to the immediate case in hand*

They point out

that this personal relationship is something to be desired
and well it might be in any other than disciplinary problems.
Here, because the punishment is reckoned on a subjective
rather than objective base, the headmaster is guided by
his own opinion of a student.

This often works to a boy

or girl*a disadvantage, particularly if the headmaster has
not been impressed by the culprit.

Because the headmaetei'

is so close to the student body, it is a common move for
the students to appeal all decisions of the masters to the

headmaster.

Thus* the masters lose all authority in

disciplinary matters*

The headmaster is better able to

command respect and behavior on the part of the students
if he separatee himself from the trivial disciplinary cases.
Type of
student
body

To emphasise a point already discussed but one which
looms important in the disciplinary pattern, the ranch
schools are often glad to take students expelled from other
schools.

Such students not only offer problems in them¬

selves but are often guilty of demoralizing others who
would have been able and obedient pupils*

Another fallacy

that the ranch schools are subject to, but which they may
have engendered to some extent themselves is that a boy,
exposed to the wonders of Nature, becomes a good citizen.
A boy or girl may be impressed by the %?orks of Nature but
not to the extent of enabling Nature to effect an over¬
whelming change of character.

Yet, this incredible idea

has run such a riot in literature of the latter part of
the last century that people have seized upon it as a truism.
Parents, dependent upon the efficacy of such an unnatural
theory will generally be found to be those who have exercised
no restraint upon their children in home training but ex¬
pect some unknown and miraculous force to intervene and
succeed where they have failed.
Expec¬
tations of
the
clientele

The ranch schools might best be alluded to by an
adjective that has found favor among many parents looking
for a suitable school for their boys and girls.

That word

is "exclusive.*

"Exclusive", defined in educational terms

has become practically synonymous with expensive.

Parents*

then. Imagining that their children will be educated along
the same plane on which they have been raised, regard these
schools as offering the best environment.

These parents

fail to see that the process of education is a personal
process; they also fail to see that they have been impersonal
parents.

Thus it is that the ranch schools receive children

whose education, up to that time, has been under the not
too watchful eye of a governess or tutor.

Pettier than

Insist upon obedience, these governesses and tutors have
done for the child things which he himself should have been
doing many years before.

Accordingly, the academic program

of the ranch school is interrupted to that time when this
child is able to show a certain sense of independence and
responsibility.
Obviously, the foregoing conclusions might seem rather
general to the casual reader, even though these conclusions
were the result of minute observation,

I grant also that

the disciplinary difficulties that have been described
might be approximated in any one school over a period of
years.

It is in anticipation of such a claim that I have

made a selection of cases to be used in illustration of
the ranch school disciplinary problem.

All of the cases

used have been chosen from one year*s enrollment.

I believe
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that the magnitude of the problem is shown v»hen one con¬
siders that the yearly enrollment of this school is between
fifty and fifty-five pupils.
-L

Statistics
on imperma¬
nence of
student
body

But, before proceeding to specific cases of individual
problems, let us conclude our finaings on the subject
impermanence of student body and faculty.

of

At Southern

prisons School in the year of 1938-39, twenty-four boys
returned out of the forty-nine that had attended the school
the year before.

It is true that of the forty-nine, nine

had been graduated.

In the year 1939-40, only twenty

returned of the fifty-five that had been enrolled the pre¬
vious year and in 1940-41, twenty-two out of forty-nine
returned#

One must take cognisance of the fact that in the

latter two years, the school had graduated but a total of
fourteen boys, five in one year, nine in the next.

The

results of this three year study would seem to indicate a
sameness of condition.

It might be added

that figure

preceding this three-year period would not be reliable
because, previous to this time, the school enrollment had
not been static enough to allow of comparison.
Effect of
accidents
on enroll¬
ment

It must be emphasised that during this period the
school was affected by no accidents or happenings that might
account for radical changes in enrollment.

One of the ranch

schools in this district in the term of 1939-40 was the
scene of a shooting accident that resulted in the deatn of
a student.

The enrollment at this school the following

year dropped from forty-eight to twenty-two.
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Statistics
on imperma¬
nence of
faculty

This same problem of impermanence is seen in the
faculty lists as well as the student files*

In the year

of 1933-39, Southern Arizona School lost two faculty
members out of ten, in 1939-40, two out of ten and in
1940-41, seven out of ten*

Previous to this three year

period, the faculty had consisted of but five members,
yet there was a loss of at least one man each year*

In

the year 1939-40, Fresnel Ranch School lost six of its
seven faculty members and in 1940-41, three out of seven*
The other schools of this type suffer similar changes*
Effects of
illness on
discipline

However, the problem of impermanence in the student
body may truly be appreciated when on© considers the
number of students at these schools that are suffering
from some illness.

Regard the enrollment for the school

year of 1940-41 at Southern Arizona School.

Of the forty-

nine boys enrolled, twenty-two suffered from sinus trouble,
ten from asthma; three were convalescing from rheumatic
fever; one eventually succumbed in the course of the year
to leucophemia*

Anyone familiar with the workings of a

private school knows that the school infirmary seldom sees
a day pass without at least one patient, suffering either
from a cold or perhaps being the victim of some slight
accident*

However, consider the amazing possibilities of

infirmary confinement in the school of which we are
speaking where there were thirty-six boys that were
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Immediately hospitalized by any slight change in weather,
diet, or physical condition*

It might be added that this

was not an unusually high number of convalescents.

In

the preceding year, of the fifty-five enrolled, there were:
nine asthma sufferers, eighteen victims of sinus, and
three who were recovering from rheumatic fever.
Difficulty
of coordin¬
ating work
of conva¬
lescents

All schools abide quite successfully with the theory
that the idle people are the potential disciplinary cases.
One may see immediately that a certain amount of idleness
was enforced upon some students at this particular school
while the ones who had been absent were bringing their
work up to date.

Many educators will immediately argue

that it is the work of the teacher to keep all students
occupied.

That ia theoretically true, but I should like

to point out that it is often difficult to obtain co¬
operation from a student who is assigned a certain task
which he feels no compulsion to finish.

It must be

emphasized that the disciplinary troubles resulting in¬
directly from the students* illnesses did not all emanate
from those who had little to do.

Many of those who had

been ill were overwhelmed by the amount of work they had
to complete and when they occasionally found that this
work was beyond their not too diligent efforts, sought a
way out by fastening blame on the teacher.
Specific
cases

Mow, let us turn to specific cases of boys, boys whose
problems undoubtedly cast more light on the question under

discussion than any number of generalizations.

First,

•

>

let us consider a few boys whose progress was impeded
because of illness, meanwhile keeping in mind that all
of the following cases are taken from one year’s en¬
rollment.
T. H. was seventeen years old.

He was three years

behind his school-mates of the same age.

He was small

and puny; he was often Jeered at because of this situ¬
ation and hi3 difficulty with school work.

Unquestion¬

ably, his work suffered from a lack of foundation in the
early grades but, more important, he suffered acutely from
asthma.

Any slight weather change that brought dampness

would cause him to lose sleep, and resultlngly, weight.
Possessing little strength and being a boy who had great
difficulty with hi3 work, even under normal conditions,
T. H. was quick to assume an *1 can’t and don’t want to
do it# attitude which often put him at odds with his
teachers.

Finding that he could get attention from his

class-mates by playing the part of the court-Jester,
T.H. continually provided an annoying minor disciplinary
problem.
C., also seventeen, suffered from asthma.

Ordinarily

short of temper, he became rude and stubborn as a result
of attacks of the illness.

He was quick to take offense,

prone to imagine that everyone was persecuting him.

In

his short-sightedness, he continually said tilings which
he did not mean
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Cases of
P.L. and
B.B.

P.L. and B.B., both fourteen, were confirmed hypo¬
chondriacs.

their backgrounds were amazingly similar.

Both had been pampered and petted by their parents.
same treatment had different results, however.

This

B.B. became

commanding and over-bearing; P.L. developed into a shy,
retiring youngster, literally afraid of his shadow. Both
demanded continual attention and care.

Both took advantage

of this attention to Invoke the sympathies of certain of
the more credulous and avoid school appointments and duties.
Case of
«?.P.

J.P., a sixteen year old hypochondriac, took advantage
of his supposed illnesses to avoid, wherever possible,
school responsibilities,

this provided a somewhat more

complex problem than might t« imagined because it was often
difficult to ascertain whether the attacks were real or
imagined*
Discipline
breakdown
through
Illness

The above-mentioned were boys who, through illness,
became disciplinary cases; we have not included those
others who missed day after day of class and thus con¬
tributed indirectly to the disciplinary problem.

Specific
cases of
imperman¬
ence

It has already been pointed out that many of the ranch
schools resembled transient hotels from the manner in which
students arrived and departed.

During the year 1940-41,

there were five boys at Southern Arizona School who had been
told by their parents that they would not be enrolled the
following year.

Consider that of this number, four were

irresponsibles who merely regarded the term as a vacation
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Case of
E*J*

and one can imagine the situation that was created.
E*J.#s father had told him that he was to enter a
military academy the following year.

E.J., a boy of

fifteen, accordingly resolved on a yearfs vacation,
deciding at the same time to break all of the school
rules that did not meet with his approval.

It is inter¬

esting to note that school boys apparently never take
into consideration that their records precede them from
one school to another.
Case of

J.E., a boy of seventeen, with a poor scholastic
record, was told by his parents that they were sending
him to school for but one year more.
difference to J.?.

That made little

The situation of R.E., also seventeen,

was exactly the same.
Case of

J.M., a boy of eleven, was ruled completely by a
mother who imagined that the school did not show J.M.
enough attention.

A deplorable situation was created in

that the mother did everything short of inciting the boy
to open rebellion.
Case of
R*S#

W.H. and R.S., both seventeen, were boys who had been
expelled from other schools.
academic records.

Both possessed extremely poor

R.S. believed firmly that a boy could not

possibly enjoy himself without breaking school rules.
infractions, though many, were comparatively slight*

His
/et,

he was the center of one of the greatest travesties on
discipline that occurred in this school.

In order to be
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able to take the spring vacation trip into Mexico, it was
agreed among the headmaster and the instructors that a
boy must work to the full extent of his capability and
keep himself free from any disciplinary trouble.
neither of these things.

R.S. did

Consequently, he was called before

the faculty and informed that he would not make the trip.
After the faculty meeting was over, the boy returned to the
headmaster, broke down, cried, and finally, was allowed to
take the trip by the headmaster who did not trouble to inform
the faculty of his change of decision.
disagreeable results.

The situation had

The faculty was forced to admit that

it possessed no disciplinary power while the boy believed,
from that time on, that he could, in the same manner, alter
any distasteful disciplinary action which might confront
him.

The other students were given a bad example since the

culprit boasted of his success.
Case of
W.H.

W.H* was, without reason, a conceited boy.

However,

being more sophisticated than the others in the school, he
delighted in leading them astray.

He was cunning in that

others were generally punished for his misdeeds.
a boy who had been given everything at home.
family inflexibly.

Here was

He ruled his

He evidently determined that when he

went away to school, he would not go vithout the comforts
and luxuries that he had possessed at home.

Coincidental

with this line of reasoning, he believed he could order the
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boys and even the faculty members about as he had his
family.

Undoubtedly, It is this type of boy, in general,

that has caused most of the disciplinary trouble in private
--

schools.

Stupidity is understandable; there i9 no place

in the world for stupidity coupled with arrogance.
J.T., thirteen years old,

Case of
J.T.

is a sample of a type that

/

often filters into the ranch school.

Up to the age of

twelve, he had never dressed himself, had not brushed his
own teeth, or combed his hair.
a governess.

All this had been done by

The boy was completely helpless.

One im¬

mediately sees the problem that such a boy constitutes.
He must be taught many things before the academic process
begins.

There is a long period of erasing a strongly-knit

background and substituting new materials that will be of
service to him.

Yet,

this boyfs parents, acknowledging

their own failure, demanded that hie progress in school be
equal to that of boys of his own age; boys of his own age,
it is true, but boys who were years ahead of him in matur¬
ity.
Cases of
T.C, and

r>*s.

In T.C., fourteen years old, and D.S., fifteen, the
school possessed a type that is generally the bane of every
educational institution:

the pseudo-scientist.

Called a

genius by his school fellows, he generally resorts to such
ideas as wiring door-knobs in order to shock the innocent
and constructing hot air balloons capable of burning the
country-side.

Here again, one sees the results of limited
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home training.

For example, T.C. ha3 persuaded his father

to rip up the floors of their beautiful home to install
a burglar alarm that the boy had made.

It Is true that the

work of these boys was sometimes to be admired;

their methods

of procedure were often foolish and dangerous.

Both T.C. and

P.S. were found unconscious on their beds one night after
the lights-out bell.

It seems that they had wanted to find

the sensation one derives from inhaling chloroform.
were revived with great difficulty.

They

Punished, (their to?m

privileges were removed) they tried the same thing two weeks
later.

Yet,

it would seem that boys of that age would

realize the terrible consequences attendant upon such an act.
As it turned out, D.S. ran away from school a month later,
not because he didn't like the school but because he was
looking for adventure.

CHAPTER III
Conclusion
Problems
confronting
ranch
schools

All schools have in common fundamental disciplinary
problems.

Ranch schools* dealing with boys between the

ages of nine and twenty, ultimately encounter all of the
problems attendant upon dealings with boys of these ages.
Because they are boarding schools, the ranch schools must
deal with the problems that arise from the demands of
dormitory life.

Finally, there are the disciplinary prob¬

lems arising from the situation occupied by the ranch
school in the field of education; problems resulting from
climate, health conditions of many of the students, extreme
impermanence of student body and faculty, and type of
students accepted.
Goal of
the ranch
school

Obviously, these schools may continue as they have
started.

Some of them have done quite well financially.

Yet, there is a goal ahead if they wish to face it.
Through introduction of changes, especially in the disci¬
plinary system, they can become a force in the educational
world, especially in the serving of a group which ad¬
mittedly finds other climates too harsh and the programs
of other schools too strenuous.
More
authority
for the
instruc¬
tors

First, I should recommend the placing of more authori¬
ty in the hands of the instructors.

There is no need for

constant appeal on the part of the students to the head¬
master.

If such an appeal is demanded, it should be made

to the senior master*

The headmaster should have no part

in the settling of minor disciplinary problems*

If he

does take part in the trivial cases, the students have a
tendency to lower him from his plane of command*

I do not

suggest that the headmaster be abrupt with the students*
He can be quite friendly and still maintain his place.

I

do suggest that he not become embroiled in petty arguments
that have no place in school administration*

Selection, on

the part of the headmaster of a strong faculty, will auto¬
matically reduce disciplinary problems.

I have seen, time

and time again in preparatory schools, students work in¬
dustriously for a master whom they respected because of
*
his knowledge, his personality, his character.

On the other

hand, it is most important that an instructor feel that he
has staunch backing from the headmaster whsn any disciplin¬
ary trouble does arise.
Restric¬
tions in
reward
system

Second, I recommend severe restrictions in the reward
system,

I agree that certain skills should be recognized

but the student should not perform every task with the hope
of reward*

It tends to make the student lazy, jealous, and

unappreciative*
life*

H ie a poor introduction to college and

Let the boys be stimulated in their drive to scho¬

lastic and athletic attainment but encourage them to take
*

enough pride in themselves so that they will take care of
their belongings without being attracted by reward.

Edu¬

cational authorities have repeated over and over again that
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social approval should be the ideal to which a student
works*

It is this achievement of social approval which

provides people with their greatest pleasure in adult
life.
Careful
Invest!gation of
students

Third* I recommend a more careful investigation of
prospective students.

This is a necessity if the ranch

school hopes to survive.

The directors of these schools

roust choose between monetary gain and academic achieve¬
ment.

If a boy has been expelled from several schools*

the chances are that he needs individual attention; it
is likely that a school cannot cope with him.

Desire of

reform is commendable but not always practical.

In like

manner* a school should not attempt to burden itself with
too many pupils that are enept.
to insure achievement.

There must be a balance

There must be a distribution of

intelligence to encourage emulation.
Setting up
of recre¬
ational
programs

Fourth* I recommend the setting up of programs that
will occupy the sick* programs that will continue in spite
of extreme heat.
■ K

Many of the ranch schools refuse to admit

'

that they are catering to the sickly.

Thus* they make no

provisions for the sufferers of various ailments.

Everyone

in the school should be made to participate in some form
of exercise.

The activities of the sickly can be adjusted

to the conditions of the boys participating.

No boy should

be allowed to roam without supervision or exercise.
situation invariably leads to trouble.

This

Even in times of
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extreme heat, the activities can be varied enough so as
to be interesting and of value.

The afternoons could be

broken up with games, sun bathing, swimming, and riding,
all of which are available.

I have noticed, however, that

at the end of the year all of the ranch schools suffer a
breakdown in their afternoon program.

This, plus the fact

that boys don’t have to participate in athletics, is the
basis of idleness and resultant disciplinary difficulties.
Future of
the ranch
schools

The ranch schools have made themselves known in the
space of ten years.
much farther.

They have the opportunity of advancing

Progress calls for changes.

know what their course will be.
meaningly.

I am afraid I

And I say ’afraid*

Approved, byi

i;,robl0ia Comitted

$*t#i
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